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Abstract—Edge computing penetration in mobile access net-
works is the next barrier to break in communication networks.
The virtualization of radio access functions currently under study
is expected to trigger the deployment of edge cloud facilities
in telecom operator points-of-presence and central offices, to
serve the virtualization of both application servers and network
functions. The problem of clustering network access points for
their assignment to edge cloud facilities has been addressed
in the literature. Nonetheless, the inclusion of key-performance
indicators such as robustness against traffic variations in the
optimization process can increase its complexity excessively while
hindering the achievable performance. Leveraging on previous
work in this area, in this paper we explore how to reduce time
and spatial complexity while introducing additional a robust
access point assignment target by using a spatial clustering pre-
processing in the optimization problem, grouping together access
points based on their spatio-temporal traffic profile. By extensive
simulation against real traffic traces and network maps, we show
under which conditions we can outperform existing methods
at the state of the art. The obtained results show that our
approach helps reducing time and space complexity for small
to medium instances, indicating the geographical scale at which
these operations could be run in a near-real-time manner.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) infrastructures move
the cloud computing data-center edge down into the access
networks to better meet current and forthcoming requirements
of pervasive computing applications. Besides the original
mobile application-driven trigger in their design, MEC in-
frastructures are nowadays recognized as a 5G key enabler,
thanks to the capability to converge at MEC facilities both
application servers and virtualized network functions. Indeed,
in 5G, Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) becomes a
compulsory technology to run carrier-grade functions related
to the 5G core control-plane and data-plane [1], as well as to
radio access network (RAN) subsystems [2].

The set of constraints can therefore increase and can go
beyond basic low latency, high bandwidth and real time access
to users location and up-to-date radio network information
requirements [3]. Colocating application servers, cellular core
data and/or control functions, vRAN (virtualized RAN) sub-
systems at the same MEC host facility make the assignment of
base stations (BS) access points to MEC hosts an orchestration
task with direct impact on network operations costs and overall
end-to-end infrastructure reliability [4].

The location of MEC hosts is currently envisioned by
telecom operators to happen at so-called Central Offices (CO)
and/or Points-of-Presence (PoP). The distribution of MEC

hosts horizontally across different access network segments
and vertically at different layers of the backhauling network is
needed to meet the access latency and reliability requirements.
Typically, MEC hosts are meant to be therefore situated
between BSs and the core network [5]. Strictly speaking [6], a
‘MEC host’ (cloudlet or MEC facility) refers to the hardware
servers belonging to the virtualization infrastructure; it can be
generic or NFVI (NFV Infrastructure) based, and in this case
the MEC host can be deployed as a VNF (Virtual Network
Function), possibly supporting network slicing [7]. The ‘MEC
platform’ is responsible for managing MEC applications.

Under the above mentioned convergence of multiple service
and network functions at MEC hosts, and the related high
diversity of constraints to take into account to meet the
diverse set of requirements, MEC orchestration algorithm
scalability and result robustness are key concerns to address.
We address the scalability-robustness challenge by extending
a problem formulation and related algorithm in [8]. More
precisely, we propose the integration of spatial clustering as
a precomputation step to the algorithm in [8] to reduce the
number of variables of constraints, while integrating in the
spatial clustering optimization an objective that aims at making
the access point to MEC host assignment more robust against
traffic variations within a cluster. We numerically show for
which MEC network sizes the problem becomes tractable.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we give an
overview about existing works. Our contribution is presented
in Section III. Simulations results are analyzed in Section IV.
We draw conclusions in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

In the following, we provide the necessary background on
network virtualization, network analytics and optimization.

A. Network virtualization

MEC is one of the 5G key enabler technologies whose
main goal is to reduce access latency and optimize bandwidth
to provide real time performance. Combining it with NFV
technology can be of a great benefit for mobile network
operators since the management operations can be held by
the NFV architecture, more precisely by the NFV MANO
(Management and Orchestration) subsystem [6].

Several works exist in the area of MEC-NFV environment,
and either MANO algorithms or solutions taking profit from



the presence of a MEC-NFV environment. For instance, [9] ad-
dresses the relationship between MEC and other technologies
that are considered as 5G enablers such as NFV and SDN:
authors propose an architectural framework where an SDN
controller is responsible of management operations in a MEC-
NFV environment, hence being able to reconfigure the network
stack to take into consideration orchestration decisions such as
on the assignment of BSs to MEC hosts. Other works focus on
VNF placement in a MEC environment [10], [11], balancing
the placement across multiple MEC locations. A clustering
scheme for network service chaining is proposed in [12] in
order to minimize end-to-end service latency in MEC. More
details about the MEC architecture and different orchestration
and deployment scenarios are presented in [13].

From a radio-access perspective, the architectures have
evolved toward the virtualization and disaggregation of its
control-plane and data-plane functions to improve interference
coordination and resource efficiency. This evolution started
with the Centralized RAN or Cloud-RAN, in 2010, where
the innovation consisted in disaggregating BS facilities into
two main units: Radio functions assured by RRHs that are
deployed on cell sites, and Base Band computation functions
provided by BBUs (BaseBand Units). BBUs are then cen-
tralized at so-called BBU pools, hence taking profit from
the centralization for resource allocation and scaling [14].
More recently, the CRAN evolution has been integrated in 5G
systems, where a more dense deployment of BSs is needed
for a more flexible infrastructure, leading to a generalized
virtualized or software-defined RAN (vRAN or SD-RAN)
environment. In vRAN, the equivalent of the BBU function
is split into two units, the Centralized Unit (CU) and the
Distributed Unit (DU), in order to facilitate the virtualization
and radio scheduling tasks [15], while the radio part is called
Radio Unit (RU). Splitting radio processing functions is known
as functional split [14] and it enables to choose the functions
that turn on cell sites and those that will be offloaded to CUs,
with different splitting options, and that possibly in a dynamic
(runtime) and flexible (different options decisions for different
segments and times) fashion.

Many works investigate on how to combine vRAN and
MEC technologies [16]. In [17] authors implement a MEC
platform on the vRAN front-haul and evaluate the QoS for
end users for two different locations of MEC hosts. Another
work consists of proposing a MEC vRAN joint design problem
where authors introduce an optimization framework that aims
at the same time to find the best functional split of BSs and
MEC service placement, taking into account flows routing [2].
The integration of vRAN with SD-x system lead to the Open
RAN (ORAN) initiative, which has the goal to desegregate
software and hardware and to create open interfaces between
them for more flexibility. A first ORAN software suite was
lately released [18]. In [19] authors discuss RAN evolution
where they present ORAN reference architecture.

The standpoint we adopt is the one of an operator running a
MEC infrastructure the operator leverages on, for converging
MEC applications and virtualized network functions. Hence

BSs are assigned to MEC hosts facilities in a dynamic way
by means of MANO operations, and leveraging on a pro-
grammable network stack between BSs and MEC infrastruc-
ture, hence going largely beyond the legacy situation where
BSs are statically assigned to COs and PoPs. In our work,
we therefore do not need to delve into the details related to,
for instance, functional splitting and the actual coexistence of
NFV and MEC systems; on the other hand, our model has to
take into consideration the traffic fluctuations deriving from the
BSs to MEC hosts assignments and related MEC switching.

B. MEC infrastructure planning

In [20], a study was conducted on how a MEC infrastructure
should be planned, that is, where MEC facilities should be
placed, and that as a function of different MEC resource
placement policies. A take-away result of that work that
we take into consideration in our work is that for a large
metropolitan area network as the one of Paris, France, the
number of MEC facilities ranges from 5 to 20. The workload
was the one equivalent to plan for as much as one virtual
machine per mobile user, which can be considered as an
upper bound, and that for a network of approximately 180
thousands users with 606 BSs. Authors used real data volume
information from Orange France mobile network. We evaluate
in our work MEC infrastructure setting with 10, 20, 30 and
50 MEC facilities so as to cover different sizes, while keeping
in mind that for a scope as the Parisian one 20 MEC facilities
can be considered as a reference upper-bound size.

C. Data-driven MEC orchestration

A wide range area of works using data for network and
services management in MEC exists in literature. The applica-
tions different in the time scale at which mobile data-analytics
needs to be done. Stream/online data-analytics is needed in
mobile computation offloading frameworks, where for tasks
offloading online decisions need to be made. For instance, a
feedback prediction model of average resource usage (RAM
and CPU) and offloading time is proposed in [21]. In [22]
authors tackle the offloading decision for MEC applications
where the performance of the solution is evaluated using real
world dataset. [23] aims at offloading intensive computing
tasks for energy saving by optimizing resource allocation,
and [24] presents solutions for computation offloading in edge
servers for internet of connected vehicles.

The BS to cloud/network facility assignment problem is a
frequent subject in the literature [25]. Because of MEC hosts
limited resources, resource orchestration is a very important
task for optimizing its utilization [26]. Thus, operations that
consist of re-assigning BSs to other MEC hosts need to be
deployed. Similarly, clustering techniques are often used in
RAN optimization problems; in [27] [28] authors propose a
clustering scheme for BSs, where BSs of each cluster share
the same data processing units that are centralized in data-
centers to optimize costs and energy consumption in vRAN.
However, few works using clustering to manage the MEC
network infrastructure exist. Authors in [29] aim at predicting



mobile traffic generated by a cluster of BSs to anticipate
MEC resource orchestration using real world dataset. Different
mobile service types are taken into consideration.

In [30] authors propose a geo-clustering method of BSs
while taking into account the spatial distribution of mobile
traffic. The main goal is to define MEC clusters as a set
of BSs and users served by the same MEC host, so that
at the end the whole area will be partitioned into MEC
clusters, in order to offload the core network by maximizing
intra MEC hosts communications. Similarly, in [8] where
authors apply a temporal clustering model proposed in [31]
on traffic demands of a real world dataset and integrate it into
an orchestration model. The temporal clustering consists of
grouping together similar mobile network profiles using the
traffic volume generated by BSs at a time slot, this allows to
retrieve a reduced number of profiles. Here, similarity is based
on traffic volume and traffic distribution. On the other side, the
orchestration model consists of assigning BSs to a set of MEC
hosts for each time slot. The objective is to find an assignment
and switching plan where a BS belongs to exactly one MEC
host and time slots of the same profile have the same plan.
The resolution approach in [8] consists of iteratively solving
a version of a linear program involving only a (small) subset
of its variables, finding variables outside this subset having
negative reduced cost (pricing), and enlarging the subset with
these variables; pricing is in turn an optimization problem:
when no more negative reduced cost variables can be found
by pricing, optimality for the full problem is reached.

We go beyond [8] by introducing robust spatial clustering,
aiming at reducing both space and time complexity while
enhancing the solution robustness against traffic variations
within the cluster. Our contribution can be resumed as:
• a robust clustering model for spatio-temporal grouping of

BS, formulating it as an integer linear program,
• that accordingly finds an optimal pattern for assigning

clusters of BSs to MEC hosts.
• by application to real world data collected at two different

regions in France.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section we elaborate our contribution. We start with
a concise description of the addressed optimization problem,
then we detail the pre-processing step where we propose a
spatial clustering model with a robust assignment objective,
and finally we present the orchestration model when applied
to the set of clusters issued from the clustering step.

A. Problem statement

We describe our optimization framework as an orchestration
problem that aims at assigning a group of BSs belonging to
a given geographical area to a set of MEC hosts deployed at
the edge network. The assignment operations come at a cost
defined by the access latency for users connected to these BSs.
On the other hand, unlike traditional Cloud datacenters, MEC
hosts have limited capacities, thereby reallocating resources
occasionally is requested to cope with traffic variation. Given

the lower traffic granularity at MEC hosts, resource reallo-
cation entails a cost for operators because it could generate
service-level-agreement violations and hence a VM workload
variation across MEC hosts to get back to nominal conditions.

To reduce the spatial and temporal complexity of the orches-
tration process, we propose to group together BSs into clusters
based on their spatio-temporal behavior so that the likelihood
of traffic variation within the cluster is minimized. These
requirements lead us to the adaptation of the orchestration
model in [8] using the clusters in place of BSs, using a
robust assignment in the clustering process. To minimize the
likelihood of cluster traffic variation, we opt for minimizing
the variance of BS traffic volume within the cluster.

B. Spatial clustering model

In our spatial clustering model, we search to group BSs
so that for each time slot, the difference between their traffic
demands is minimized. In order to have a linear and expressive
robust clustering objective, we express the traffic variance
minimization by minimizing the gap between the maximum
and minimum BS demand within the clusters.

For the instrumentation of the spatial cluster, we do as
follows. We fix the number of clusters as corresponding to the
number of MEC hosts. Given the collected traffic demands,
we calculate the representative week by averaging demands
of the same period of the week; we then aggregate the traffic
demands of successive time periods aiming at reducing the
number of intervals of time. In total we get a set of time slots
that compose our training set.

For the spatial clustering optimization we aim at grouping
together BSs that have for each time slot t similar traffic
demands so that the likelihood to have traffic fluctuation is
reduced or can at least be relatively easy predictable - our
tests to evaluate this assumption revealed to be extremely
positive with the available dataset, which confirms that BS
traffic profiles within a not too large time-slot do follow a
similar temporal behavior over time [31].

The mathematical formulation is as follows:

min
∑
c∈C

(Mc −mc) (1)

s.t. maxt∈T
∑
i∈A

dtix
c
i ≤ CapMEC ∀c ∈ C (2)∑

c∈C
xc
i = 1 ∀i ∈ A (3)∑

i∈A
dtix

c
i ≤Mc ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ T (4)∑

i∈A
dtix

c
i ≥ mc ∀c ∈ C, t ∈ T (5)

xci ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ A, c ∈ C (6)

Where T refers to the set of all time slots, C is the set of
clusters and A is the set of all BSs. dti represents the traffic
demand generated by the BS i at the time slot t. In our dataset,
we have the traffic demands recorded for each BSs separately



for each 10 minutes during a given period of time. To solve our
problem we use the binary variable xc

i , it is equal to 1 if the BS
i belongs to cluster c, 0 otherwise. We also need to calculate
the two real variables Mc and mc where the former represents
the demand traffic of a BS i representing the maximum for a
time slot and belonging to cluster c, and the latter represents
the demand traffic of a BS i representing the minimum for a
time slot and belonging to cluster c, and finally CapMEC is
the capacity of each MEC host. The objective function in (1)
aims at minimizing the difference, for all the clusters, between
the maximum and minimum traffic demands yield by BSs
belonging to the same cluster. Constraint (2) ensures that the
maximum traffic demands that can be handled by each cluster
must not exceed MEC hosts capacity. In (3) we guarantee that
a BS belongs to exactly one cluster. (4) and (5) ensure the Mc

and mc computation, i.e., the maximum and the minimum
traffic demand generated by a BS that belongs to cluster c at
time slot t, respectively. (6) is an integrality constraint.

C. Orchestration optimization model

Our proposal consists of resolving the orchestration problem
where we apply the same orchestration decision on BSs
belonging to the same cluster. For this purpose we extended the
orchestration model from [8] to fit with our spatial clustering
model. The model is represented by equations from (7) to (13).
In Table I we define all notations used in the model.

A Set of all base stations (BSs).
K Set of all MEC hosts.
T Ordered set of time slots.
T ′ T ′ ⊂ T subset of T excluding the first time slot in T .
T ′′ T ′′ ⊂ T subset of T excluding the last time slot in T .
C Set of all clusters.
xt
ck Real variable, upper than 0 and less or equal to 1 if cluster c is

assigned to MEC host k at time slot t, 0 otherwise.
ytcjk Real variable, upper than 0 and less or equal to 1 if traffic

demand of cluster c must be switched from MEC host j to
MEC host k at time slot t, 0 otherwise.

Mc Variable computing the maximum BS demand within cluster c.
mc Variable computing the minimum BS demand within cluster c.
dtc Traffic demand of cluster c at time slot t.
ljk Distance between the two MEC hosts j and k.
mik Distance between the BS i and the MEC host k.

TABLE I: MEC orchestration model notations.

The objective (7) aims at finding the assignment and switch-
ing plans for each cluster to a set of MEC hosts and each
time slot while minimizing the network (switching) and users
(assignment) costs. In (8) we ensure that the overall traffic
demand assigned to a MEC host must not exceed its capacity.
(9), (12) and (13) give the possibility to assign a cluster to
one or more MEC hosts for each time slot. (10) (resp. (11))
reflects the coherence of the assignment and switching plans.
It guarantees that if c is assigned to MEC host k at t, then c
is switched from (resp. to be switched to) one or many MEC
hosts j ∈ K including j = k.

min
∑
t∈T

∑
c∈C

∑
(j,k)∈
K×K

dtcljky
t
cjk +

∑
t∈T

∑
c∈C

∑
k∈K

dtcmckx
t
ck (7)

s.t.
∑
c∈C

dtcx
t
ck ≤ CapMEC ∀k ∈ K,∀t ∈ T (8)∑

k∈K

xt
ck = 1 ∀c ∈ C,∀t ∈ T (9)

xt
ck =

∑
j∈K

ytcjk ∀c ∈ C, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ T ′

(10)

xt
ck =

∑
j∈K

yt+1
cjk ∀c ∈ C, ∀k ∈ K,∀t ∈ T ′′ (11)

xt
ck ∈ [0, 1] ∀c ∈ C,∀k ∈ K,∀t ∈ T (12)

ytcjk ∈ [0, 1] ∀c ∈ C, ∀j, k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ T
(13)

IV. RESULTS

We describe the dataset and evaluation numerical results.

A. Data

We used a dataset with traffic demands collected at the core
and access network of the French mobile operator ”Orange”, at
a national scale and for a period of three months. The collec-
tion process takes into account both 3G and 4G connections
and describes traffic demands generated by several services
and aggregated at the antenna level. Volume data is collected
every 10 minutes, which is the time slot duration.

B. Numerical results

We assess the results through CDF (Cumulative distribu-
tion Function) of spatial and time complexity metrics, i.e.,
maximum memory usage (GB) and execution time (s), as well
as the optimality gap (%) and the assignment and switching
costs. We use up to 50 different locations for MEC hosts, hence
using different numbers of MEC host facilities to generate the
training set, for the cities of Paris and Lyon. MEC locations
are generated using a centroid based clustering, i.e., K-means
clustering where the centroids of BS clusters represent MEC
hosts locations. For each simulation we randomly generate
the parameter representing the number of time the k-means
algorithm is executed, then the best results are returned based
on inertia. We evaluate the following four algorithms to solve
the orchestration problem:
• ‘MECA’: solving the reference orchestration model with-

out spatial clustering, i.e., (7)-(13) with C ≡ A;
• ‘MECA-CS’: solving the reference orchestration model

with spatial clustering, i.e., (1)-(13);
• ‘MECA-CG’: solving the reference orchestration model

without spatial clustering and using the dynamic variable
generation approach proposed in [8];

• ‘MECA-CG-CS’: as MECA-CG but with spatial cluster-
ing precomputation.

In the following we present simulation results generated by
both Paris and Lyon datasets, using different MEC infrastruc-
ture sizes: 20 and 50 MEC facilities, and 10, 20 and 30 MEC
facilities respectively.



Due to its high memory consumption, we could not execute
the MECA case for the two highest MEC infrastructure sizes,
i.e., 50 and 30, for Paris and Lyon, respectively.

MECA-CG-CS was the least memory consuming case on
single computations. Contrary to expectations, it increased on
average by 4.9 GB (1600%) for Paris dataset using 20 MEC
hosts and by 1.3 GB (540%), 2.7 GB (700%) and 4.9 GB
(980%) for Lyon dataset using respectively 10, 20 and 30
MEC hosts when post-processing the intermediate solutions
to retrieve the variable vectors. The maximum execution time
limit is set to 17000 s for all instances, seldom reached.

C. Paris dataset

The 0% optimality gap was reached for all the approaches
and for all cardinalities, except for MECA when using 50
MEC hosts. As aforementioned, it stopped before getting any
results.

In Figure 1 we present the distribution of the maximum
memory usage in GigaBytes (GB), the execution time in
seconds (s) and the assignment and switching costs for Paris
dataset for two different sizes for the MEC infrastructure, i.e,
20 and 50 facilities.

(a) Memory Usage: 20 facilities (b) Memory Usage: 50 facilities

(c) Exec. Time (s): 20 facilities (d) Exec. Time (s): 50 facilities

(e) Assign. Cost: 20 facilities (f) Assign. Cost: 50 facilities

(g) Switching Cost: 20 facilities (h) Switching Cost: 50 facilities

Fig. 1: Paris dataset.

The distribution of the maximum memory used by each of
the approaches is depicted in Figures 1a and 1b using Paris

dataset and respectively 20 and 50 MEC hosts. We notice
that: when using 20 MEC hosts, MECA-CS has a constant
maximum memory usage through all the proposed MEC hosts
locations and it represents the lowest value (1 GB) compared to
all the other approaches, followed by MECA-CG and MECA-
CG-CS (2.5 and 5.25 GB as maximum values respectively).
Meanwhile, MECA is the most memory consuming and it
has also a constant consumption through all the proposed
locations (26 GB). For 50 MEC hosts, MECA-CS and MECA-
CG have a close maximum memory usage on average, the
former has a constant consumption equal to 13.6 GB while
the latter consumption varies between 10 GB and 14 GB.
However, MECA-CG-CS has the highest values that reach
19.4 GB. MECA has the highest memory consumption and
it stopped before reaching the final solution because of lack
of memory. Increasing MEC hosts number from 20 to 50
has increased the maximum amount of memory used by
each of the proposed approaches. Figure 1c (resp. Figure 1d)
represents the distribution of execution time values required by
each approach when using 20 MEC hosts (resp. 50). We note
that: MECA-CS is the fastest approach when using 20 MEC
hosts followed by MECA-CG with execution time values that
go from 50 s to 120 s and from 86 s to 360 s respectively.
On the other side, when increasing the infrastructure size to
50 MEC hosts MECA-CG becomes the fastest one reaching
300 s, followed by MECA-CS where the execution time is
between 440 s and 1000 s. MECA needs a higher execution
time that reaches 600 s at least and 1000 s at most for 20
MEC hosts. However, MECA-CG-CS represents the highest
execution time and requires around 5000 s for 20 MEC hosts
and reaches the execution time limit with 50 MEC hosts. It
is worth mentioning that it was clearly stated in [20] that 20
MEC hosts is sufficient to satisfy strict requirements in terms
of latency and bandwidth.

The distribution of the assignment costs is presented in
Figures 1e and 1f for both 20 and 50 facilities, we can notice
that: the approaches without the spatial clustering yield a lower
assignment cost compared to the ones using it. Let us underline
that the spatial clustering adds a constraint to the orchestration
problem that produces the same assignment plan to all BSs that
belong to the same cluster. When the 0% optimality gap is
reached, MECA-CS and MECA-CG-CS (MECA and MECA-
CG respectively) have roughly the same assignment cost: a
little difference can be noticed due to numeric precision used
by the two methods.

In Figures 1g and 1h, we present the distribution of the
switching costs. We notice that: there is a slight cost dif-
ference between the two approaches (with vs without spatial
clustering precomputing). As explained, the approaches spatial
clustering-based produce additional costs due to proposing the
same switching plan to BSs that belong to the same cluster.
Achieving the 0% optimality gap produces the same switching
costs for MECA-CS and MECA-CG-CS (and for MECA and
MECA-CG respectively), and increasing the number of MEC
hosts has reduced both the switching and the assignment costs
for all the approaches.



(a) Optimality Gap (%):10 facilities (b) Optimality Gap (%): 20 facilities (c) Optimality Gap (%): 30 facilities

(d) Memory Usage: 10 facilities (e) Memory Usage: 20 facilities (f) Memory Usage: 30 facilities

(g) Execution Time (s): 10 facilities (h) Execution Time (s): 20 facilities (i) Execution Time (s): 30 facilities

(j) Assignment Cost: 10 facilities (k) Assignment Cost: 20 facilities (l) Assignment Cost: 30 facilities

(m) Switching Cost: 10 facilities (n) Switching Cost: 20 facilities (o) Switching Cost: 30 facilities

Fig. 2: Lyon dataset.



D. Lyon dataset

Figure 2 depicts the numerical results when using 3 different
sizes for our infrastructure (10, 20 and 30 facilities) and traffic
demands from Lyon dataset. We report the results of the 5
aforementioned metrics.

Figures 2a, 2b and 2c present the distribution of the opti-
mality gap values using Lyon dataset and the three different
sizes for the MEC infrastructure. We note that: 0% optimality
gap was reached by MECA-CS, MECA and MECA-CG
after a finite execution time when using 10 and 20 MEC
hosts, contrary to MECA-CG-CS that reached optimality gaps
between 2% and 5% and between 10% and 17% respectively,
depending on the MEC hosts locations. This can be explained
by the use of large scales, i.e., aggregated demands of all
BSs that belong to the same cluster to get the cluster traffic
demand. For 30 MEC hosts, we reached the 0% optimality gap
only with MECA-CS in a finite time. For MECA-CG, values
are between 0% and 20%. Meanwhile, MECA-CG-CS has the
highest values that varies between 28% and 44%.

Figures 2d (resp 2e and 2f) depicts the distribution of the
maximum amount of memory used by the processes run by
the proposed approaches in GigaBytes (GB) when using 10
MEC hosts (resp. 20 and 30 MEC hosts). We note that: for
all cardinalities, the best case always corresponds to MECA-
CS with a constant memory consumption for all the 30 MEC
hosts locations, i.e. 0.15 GB for 10, 1 GB for 20 and 3.29 GB
for 30 MEC hosts, followed by MECA-CG with maximum
consumption of 0.72 GB for 10 MEC hosts, more than 2 GB
for 20 and 4.19 GB for 30. MECA has the highest memory
consumption peak for both cases 10 and 20 where it reaches
respectively 4 GB and 15.7 GB. However, when using 30 MEC
hosts simulations has stopped before reaching any solution due
to its high memory consumption. Meanwhile, MECA-CG-CS
has an intermediate consumption between MECA and MECA-
CG for all cardinalities, i.e. 1.5 GB, 3.2 GB and 5.4 GB.

In Figures 2g, 2h and 2i we present the CDF histograms
of the required execution times by the proposed approaches
and for the 30 MEC hosts different locations for each of the
three infrastructure sizes. We note that: comparing the two
approaches MECA-CS and MECA highlights the contribution
of the spatial clustering: MECA-CS is the fastest approach
with an execution time less than 7 s, between 120 s and 190 s
and less than one hour for the three cardinalities. Nevertheless,
MECA reaches 390 s and 2 hours of execution time for the
first two infrastructure sizes. For 30 MEC hosts the algorithm
did not get any results. For 10 and 20 MEC hosts, MECA-
CG requires between 200 s and 380 s and 1 hour and a half
whereas MECA-CG-CS gives the worst case with an execution
time exceeding 1 hour and 3 hours respectively. Hence, both
MECA-CG and MECA-CG-CS reached the execution time
limit which is 17000 s when using 30 MEC hosts.

We present in Figures 2j, 2k and 2l the distribution of the
assignment costs values yield by the proposed approaches.
We note that: the assignment costs yield by approaches using
spatial clustering model are higher than costs generated by

the approaches spatial clustering-free. For 10 and 20 MEC
hosts cases a 0% optimality gap was reached by both MECA
and MECA-CG, so the two assignment costs are equal. We
can also notice that the assignment cost decreases when we
broaden the MEC infrastructure size.

We present in Figures 2m, 2n and 2o the distribution of
the switching costs values yield by the proposed approaches
when using Lyon dataset. We note that: for 10 and 20 MEC
hosts (2m and 2n), the switching costs are lower when not
using the spatial clustering as explained before. MECA and
MECA-CG have the same and lowest switching cost, followed
by MECA-CS (less than double) and finally MECA-CG-CS.
On the other hand, when using 30 MEC hosts (2o) we notice
that MECA-CS and MECA-CG have the same switching cost
for some MEC hosts locations. MECA-CS and MECA-CG-
CS have different switching costs because this latter could
not reach the 0% optimality gap. The switching cost increases
when increasing the MEC infrastructure size from 10 to 20
facilities. However, increasing it from 20 to 30 has decreased
the switching cost for MECA-CS and increased it for MECA-
CG.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we focused on the optimization of algorithms
that deal with base-station access-point to MEC hosts as-
signment orchestration decisions by taking into account an
assignment objective robust against traffic fluctuations. For this
purpose, we proposed a spatial clustering model which consists
of grouping together base-station access points into clusters
that reveal the same spatio-temporal traffic through time.
Afterwards, a data-driven solution for MEC orchestration was
added to the model. The results from extensive simulation on a
real world dataset show that our approach outperforms existing
algorithms while helping reduce time and space complexity
especially for small to medium instances, i.e., 10, 20 and 30
MEC hosts for Lyon city and 20 MEC hosts for Paris city. As
aforementioned, a previous work has evidently demonstrated
that using around 20 MEC hosts for the region of Paris would
therefore be more than sufficient for realistic massive MEC
service deployment, even with strict constraints on latency and
maximum link utilization.

Despite the fact that the spatial clustering model entails
an additional cost due to the constraint that imposes the
same assignment and switching plan for base-station access
points belonging to the same cluster, numerical results have
shown that our framework can be carried out in a near-real-
time manner. Future works may further push time-execution
requirements barrier for real-time MEC orchestration, integrat-
ing real-time traffic prediction.
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